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Good morning. Thanks all for joining us. It is a pleasure to be here. 



Marketing strategist with 30+ years leading marketing 
Fortune 100 - startup
8 B2B tech startups - one textbook exit
Industry agnostic, growth-focused
Finance-trained; marketing impassioned
63 years old – young in mind! 
Married 36 years. 4 Children. 1 Grandson.
Athletic yet aged: cycling, skiing, teaching karate to kids
Growth Evangelist & Founder – GrowthShift (est. 2016)
linkedin.com/in/tmanning

Tim Manning
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Presentation Notes
First a little about myself.Marketing enthusiast

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tmanning


Marketing =Growth
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Presentation Notes
Title for my presentation: Marketing Strategy: Positioning to Win.Even though we are going to spend our time today on a specific aspect of marketing strategy; positioning, the objective is always growth.I love to teach about marketing; and it begins with this premise…Today, I hope to draw this connection for you…And even shift your thinking about marketing…from tactical to strategic..



27,259

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we begin, I want to share a number that is more relevant to early-stage technology, but still importantCambridge Associates, a global investment firm based in Boston, tracked the performance of venture investments in 27,259 startups between 1990 and 2010. Its research revealed that the real percentage of venture-backed startups that failed--as defined by companies that provide a 1X return or more to investors—about 60% failedIn the dotcom bust of 2000, the failure rate topped out at 79%.So let’s do the math:At 60%, 16,355 failuresAt 79%, 21,534 failuresRecent research places the failure number at 90%, or 24,533 failureInvestors, startups and our economy are not OK with that; and nor am II believe some reasonable percentage of those failures can be positioning/marketing strategy failures



— Eric Ries, The Lean Startup

“What makes these failures particularly painful is not just 
the economic damage done to individual employees, 

companies, and investors; they are also a colossal waste 
of our civilization’s most precious resource: the time, 

passion, and skill of its people.”
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Presentation Notes
This is what Eric Ries said on the subject… Pause for audience to read quote.With that as context, let me tell you a story from my career



David & Goliath
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The story is really a David vs Goliath.Start-up vs Oracle, IBM, SAP.The company was Khimetrics. I sat in the chair as head of marketing from inception through exit!We started in 2000 with an idea. Intelligent pricing to connect with customers and increase revenueWe had a small budget up against industry giantsSome said it couldn’t be doneWe thought differentlyWe declared a new software category - RRM - and launched on two continents.With highly focused and consistent marketing programsWe became a Big fish in a Small pond.In our 4th year of business, we were #24 on Inc 500 fastest growing businesses (1 year later we were still #39) 6 years later we were the de facto leader in our category across 3 continents.In late 2005, Oracle and SAP battled for the company and it was sold to SAP for 10X revenueThere are hundreds of such stories being played out across in this country every year…Stories about marketing & growth



“What is exciting is to see startups succeed and change 
the world. The passion, energy, and vision that people
bring to these new ventures are resources too precious 

to waste. We can and must do better.”

— Eric Ries, The Lean Startup
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Now let me change the tone of this presentation to something decidedly more positiveThis is why I do what I do…and I expect you as well.Pause for audience to read quote.



Is this marketing?
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So let’s jump inI want to set the table today by talking briefly about marketingWhen you think of marketing, is it this?Is it this complicated?If we think marketing as tactical programs, do we lose sight of the primary objective of marketing? And because we default to this, is that part of the problem for early-stage companies. I think so!Let me challenge your thinking as follows. Transition to next slide. 



Or is marketing more fundamental? 
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Is marketing something more fundamental



— Peter Drucker

“The purpose of business is to create a customer… and 
the enterprise has two basic functions;

marketing and innovation.”
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Presentation Notes
Pause for audience to read quote.Peter Drucker had something more fundamental in mind with marketing. Wrote 30 books…And this is what he said.Perhaps it is something more fundamental that begins with the customer. 



Positioning

— Regis McKenna

“The heart of every good marketing strategy 
is a good positioning strategy.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So today, shifting gears..I want to talk about what I believe is one of the most important aspects of marketing strategyPositioning - something I am passionate about and frankly one of my specializations.Sadly, positioning is often mis-understood – Because it is misunderstood it is often dismissed asTactical, unimportant, marketing jargonAnd problems happen… sales & growth for exampleBooks written on the subject:Al Ries: Positioning 1981Geoffrey Moore: 1991. Crossing the Chasm. He used to work at Regis McKenna



What is positioning?

— Al Ries, Jack Trout

“Positioning is not what you do to a 
product, it’s what you do to a 

customer’s mind.”
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Presentation Notes
So what is it?Pause for audience to read quote.At its most fundamental and most important level:it is how your customer views your solution to a problem they haveAre you a leader, obscure, or something in between. We use the image of a ladder, because customers need an organizing system. Too many categories, solutionsLadder is a simple metaphorCustomers learn to rank products in their mind for any number of categories, products. A ladder becomes an organizing system for prioritizing and valuing solutions Think of a series of ladders. Think of Mercedes, Apple, Uber, Salesforce, Facebook…Where are they on their ladderWhere to start1. CustomerStart with looking for the solution in the minds of your customer, not in your languageAsk them what problem you are solving for them; 2. Competitors:           Study your competitionLook at their solutions, messaging. Their strengths, weaknesses, and then differentiate yours..Goal:Customers have a ladder for everythingGet on a ladder, or create your own ladder



Why is positioning important?

— Geoffrey Moore

“Positioning is the single largest 
influence in the buying process.”
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Presentation Notes
Why is it important?Pause for audience to read quote.According to Mr. Moore, largest influence… Especially in early stage technology, where everyone is fighting for early adopters…We need to make it easy to buyGoal: create a space in the customer’s head that says your product is the best solution for their problem, that you solve uniquely!



What is category, why is it important?

— Geoffrey Moore

“Customers cannot buy unless 
they know what category of 

solutions to look under.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One other important aspect of any positioning discussionWhat is a category in technology? And how does it play into positioningPause for audience to read quote.Think of it as one more element in the organizing system for customersFirst block, then ladder…Think of a category as a block, where the blocks constitute a grouping of solutionsThink of ERP (Oracle, IBM, SAP)Think of CRM (Salesforce)Think of Ride Sharing (Uber)Again, the point is to make it easier for customers to make decisionsIf they have a category name or block and a stack-ranking or ladder - decision making becomes easierAnd this is the job of business leader or founders…don’t leave this to your customers or worse, competitors.For mainstream, are you a boutique coffee shop; farm to table; artist marketplace?



How do I apply to 
my business?

— Geoffrey Moore

For (target customer) who (statement of the need or opportunity), the 
(product name) is a (product category) that (statement of key benefit –

that is, compelling reason to buy). Unlike (primary competitive 
alternative), our product (statement of primary differentiation).
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So how do you apply this to your businessAgain, thought leaders have made it easy for you and I - why reinvent. Geoffrey Moore recommends a template for assembling the different parts of your positioning and storyProperly developed, it becomes your elevator pitchOnce you think you have it, test it with customers…go back to drawing board as many times as you needThen, train employees, customers, and market to speak with one voice about your company. Again, your job!



Why bother with positioning?

• Increase revenue

• Raise capital faster

• Beat competition

• Attract and retain talent

Presenter
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So why bother?Here’s a few



Case 
Study
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Let’s talk about a case study for mainstreetSay you wanted to open a coffee shop. Any where you locate that coffee shop, likely that you would have 5 Starbucks within a 2 or 3 mile radiusSo how did Dutch Bros break throughExperience & customer servicesFrom their marketing strategy documentWe may be a coffee company, but we are in the relationship business.We are committed to providing the best experience and enjoy positively interacting with everyone we meet. Is that your experience at Dutch Bros? It is mine.So think about what business you are in. Differentiate on something your customers care about, that you can defendIn 2020, Dutch Bros produced over $300 Million in revenues from over 400 coffee shops.https://www.bartleby.com/essay/Marketing-Strategy-Dutch-Bros-Coffee-Strategy-PCQN3YWFCG



Marketing = Growth

– Seth Godin

"I believe marketing is the most powerful force 
available to people who want to make a change."
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I want to close today with this quote - from one of Marketing’s most prolific writers, Seth GodinIt’s why I got into marketing, over 30 years agoPause for audience to read quote.



Recommended reading:

• Positioning: The Battle for your Mind. Al Ries, Jack Trout

• The Brand Flip. Marty Neumeier

• Building a Story Brand. Donald Miller

• How Clients Buy. Tom McMakin, Doug Fletcher



Shift your thinking.
.

www.growthshift.com
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I hope this presentation has helped you connect marketing and growth!And understand positioning I wish you much success! Thank you for the opportunity!Questions?
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